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NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY

This paper examines the short- and long-term effects of government policies on
production, employment, and pricing in the context of a macroeconomic model
which contains a labour mar1(et characterized by Insider-outsider conflict. We
examine conditions under which supply- and demand-side policies are capable
of stimulating production and employment and the conditions under which their
effects fall predominantly on prices. Our analysis provides a simple explanation
of how policy shocks can have persistent real effects and identifies sources of
this persistence. We show that hysteresis is a special case on a continuum of
symmetric long-term policy effects. We also present a rationale for asymmetric
pe(sistence, in the sense that unfavourable policy shocks have a greater Impact
on employment than favourable shocks. It Is argued that under asymmetric
persistence there is a particularly strong case for policy actions to counteract the
effect of contractionary shocks.

This paper complements a previous CEPR Discussion Paper, IDemand- and
Supply-Side Policies and Unemployment', No~ 329. There we considered the
short-term effectiveness of government policies in a deterministic context and
we analysed wages as the outcome of bargaining between firms and their
ins,iders. In this paper we investigate both short- and longer-term policy
effectiveness under uncertainty. In particular, wage and employment decisions
are assumed to be made before business conditions are known. Thus, the firms'
hiring decisions depend not only on the costs of hiring, but also on the costs of
subsequent firing, should business conditions turn adverse in the future. Wages
are assumed to be set by firm-specific unions of insiders.

The wage decision within a firm depends not only on the costs of hiring and firing
but also on the size of the firm's initial insider workforce. This workforce is given
by an 'insider membership rule', which determines the proportion of new recruits
hired in the previous period who become insiders in the current period and the
proportion of the insiders fired in the previous period who lose all power in wage
determination. The la~ger the initial insider wor1(force, the lower the equilibrium
wage. The lower the wage (other things being equal), the greater the level of
employment and production. Given the product demand schedules (which relate
the levels of product demand to product prices), the price level may be
determined.

In this context, it is shown that supply-side policies may stimulate employment
in the short run, that is taking the initial insider wor1(force as given, by shifting the
labour demand function (which relates firms' labour demands to the real wage)
or the wage setting function (which relates the equilibrium real wage to the initial
insider wor1(force). By contrast, for demand management policies in the product
mar1(et which only give rise to elasticity-preserving shifts of the product demand



schedules, there are no effects on equilibrium production and employment.
Expansionary policies of this sort are simply inflationary (given wage and price
flexibility).

The degree to which the policies above have longer-term effects is shown to
depend on the slope of the 'employment dynamics function', which relates
current employment to its past level. This slope, in turn, depends on the effect
of past employment on the insider workforce; the effect of the insider workforce
on wage determination; and the effect of the real wage on labour demand. The
greater these effects, the more persistent are the policy effects on employment.
Only in the extreme case where the slope of the·employment dynamics function
is equal to-unity does the labour market display hysteresis, so that temporary
policy shocks have permanent effects on employment. It is also shown that the
employment dynamics function may be kinked (say, due to a kink in the insider
membership function), and consequently symmetric shocks may have
asymmetric employment effects.

The more persistent the effects of temporary shocks, the greater the need for
policy actions to smooth the employment and production trajectories.
Furthermore, whenever the persistence is asymmetric, the case for these
policies is particularly strong, since negative shocks have more powerful
employment effects than positive shocks.



This paper constructs a simple macroeconomic model containing a

labor market characterized by insider-outsider conflict and, in this

context, the short- and long-termeffectivenes6 of various government

policies are examined. We analyze the circumstances under which the

effects of policy shocks will persist through time. Hysteresis is

shown to be a special case in a continuum of symmetric persistence

effects. A rationale for asymmetric persistence effects is provided

as well. We argue that when the persistence is asymmetric - in the

sense that unfavorable shocks have a greater impact on employment than

favorable shocks - there is a particularly strong case for policy

actions to counteract the effect of contractionary shocks.

In the insider-outsider theory of employment and wage formation

(see, for example, Lindbeck and Snower (1989)), "insiders" (incumbent

employees whose jobs are protected by labor turnover costs) are

assumed to exercise market power in the wage determination process,

taking greater account of their own interests than those of the

"outsiders" (wc.rkers whc. are unemplc.yed c,r whose jobs are not

protected by labor turnover costs). These assumptions appear to be

reasonable not only for many Western European countries, but also for

the US. After all, whenever the dismissal of established employees

would impose costs on their employers, these employees should be able

to gain some influence over their wages. Unionization helps, but is

not crucial in this regard.

In this cc.ntext, we argue that a variety of "supply-side"

policies in the labor market can stimulate production and employment

without raising prices. However we show that, in the absence of wage

or price sluggishness, demand management policies can do this only



under special conditions, namely, when they succeed in raising the

marginal product of labor, encouraging the entry of new firms, of

raising the price elasticity of product ~emand. Otherwise,

expansionary demand-side policies merely induce price increases

without stimulating real economic activity.

I. The Model

To provide a formal rationale for our policy guidelines, we begin by

constructing a simple one-period macro model. Our economy contains a

fixed number. (J) or firms, a fixed number (K) of households, and a

government._Each firm produces a nondurable product by means of labor

and distributes its profits to the households. The products are

differentiated, w·ith each firm producing a different c.ne (a la Di~/;it-

Stiglitz). Given the nominal wage, each firm makes its decisions about

production (Q), price (P), and employment (L
I

insiders and LE new

entrants). The firms face the same revenue and cost functions; thus

each firm sets the same price, production and employment levels.

The gover nment buys goods (:·G
i

, i =1, ..• , J) from the firms and

distributes them (free of charge) as public goods to the households. 1

It also employs workers (L
G

) at the prevailing wage, receives taxes

net of transfers (K"T) to the households, and prints money (flM). Its

Each household supplies labor (A.), consumes the firms'· products

(C
i

, i=1, ... ,J), holds real money balances (M/P) as a store of value,

receives real profit income (niP), and pays lump-sum taxes net of

transfers (T). Each household maximizes its utility function

U=U(C
1

, ... ,C
J

,A., (M/P)) subject to its budget constraint (C
1

+... +C
J

)+

(M/P) Y-T+(M_
1
/P), where Y is its real

income, and M_
1

are its money balances inheritted from the previous

period. Assuming that work is a discrete variable (A.=O,1), the



household's consumption demand for product i is C
i

= C
i

[Y+(M_
1
/P)].

Total product demand facing firm i is Qi=KoC
i

[Y-T+(M __
1

/P)]+G
i

•

let Ai be a shift parameter representing instruments of demand

management policy in this product market (G i and T). Then the product

demand function may be rewritten (omitting subscript i henceforth)

(1) P=P (Q, AL

This function is illustrated in Fig. la.

Each firm is subject to productivity shocks. Its production

function is Q=B
1

0 g(L) (where l=lI+lE and g' :>0, g"<(I) in a "bad state"

and Q=B2og(L) in a "good state", with B
1

<B2 . B
1

,:.ccurs with

probability 8, and B2 occurs with probability (1-8). The production

function in the good state is illustrated in Figure lb.

Decisions in the labor market are made in the following sequenceo

First, given the initial insider workforce m, the wage is set (through

a process described below). Second, given the wage, each firm makes

its initial employment decision l*. Third, the prbductivity shock is

observed. If a bad shock has occurred, the firm has the opportunity

to fire some of its employees, so that its ex post employment (l*) may

fall short of l*.2 We will consider these de~isions in reverse order.

To fix ideas, we assume that the good-state productivity B2 is

sufficiently large relative to the bad-state productivity 8 1 so that,

given the wage setting process described below, some entrants are

hired in the good state (l*>m) and some insiders are fired in the bad

state (l*<m). The firm faces a real hiring cost of holE and a real

firing cost of fo(l-l), where hand f are positive constants. The

firm's employment decision in the bad state (l*) is made so as to

maximize the difference between its revenue and its variable costs:

Thus,

3



where k=(g,)-l, the real wage is w=(W/P), and e=(l/n) is Lerner's

index of the firm's monopoly power, with n being the price elasticity

of the firm's product demand.

Before the productivity shock is observed, the firm's expected

Thus, the ex ante

is

(2b) L* = k

employment level

[
w + h + ( eI ( 1 -e) : f]
( 1 -e) "B

2
" ( 1 -e)

This labor demand function is denoted by LD in Fig. le.

In a good state, the firm utilizes its entire ex ante workforce

L* (in (2b»; in a bad state, the firm only uses the insider workforce

l* (in (2a» that remains after the firing decision is implemented.

Now turn to the wage determination process. To bring the effects

of insider power into sharp relief (~ithout distorting our main policy

message), we assume that the insiders set the nominal wage (W) in each

firm so as to maximize their expected real wage income:

where Pc is the exogenously given consumer price index. (Yet it is

important to note that our qualitative conclusions merely require that

insiders have some market power in wage determination.) If all

insiders are retained in the good state (LI=m), the real wage is

(0
0
40

0
) * B (1 0) , [(I-e) m] +fw = 1" 0 --eo" g --e--"1=&

where the elasticity of lab6r demand, & -(dL/dw)o(w/L), is assumed

constant and must be less than unity at an interior optimum. This wage

setting function is denoted by WS in Fig. le. (Note that since &<1,

the wage is set so that all insiders are retained in a good state.)

Finally, consider the determination of the initial insider

workforce (m). If there was net hiring in the previous period

(L_ 1 >m_ 1 ), this workforce is equal to the number of last period's

insiders who have not quit the firm ((1-s)om_
1

, where s is the quit
4



rate) plus the number of last period's entrants who have turned into

insiders (0'(1-s)'(L_
1

-m_
1
), where 0 is a constant). We assume that

only some c.f last period's entrants gain insider status in the current

period (L e. , cx< 1 fc.r L-1 >m_ 1 ) • If there was net firing in the

previc.us peric.d, the initial insider workforce is equal tc. the number

c,f last peric.d's insiders whc. have nc.t quit the firm m.inus the number

of last period's insiders who were fired and who would otherwise have

survived to the present (cx'(1-s)'(m_ 1 -L_ 1 ) for m_ 1 >L_ 1 ). We assume

that all insiders who are dismissed lose their influence in wage

determination (i.e., 0=1 for L_ 1<m_ 1 ).

functic.n is

Thus, the insider membership

(5) m ( 1 -s) . m_I + O' [ ( 1 -s) . (L -1 - m_I)]·

This function is d~noted by IM in Fig. If.

0=1 for L_ 1<m_ 1 , the function is kinked at m_I.

Combining the good-state labor demand function LD (in Fig.lc),

the wage setting function WS (in Fig. le), and the insider membership

functic.n IM (in Fig. 1f), we c.btain the "emplc.yment dynamics function"

in a good state, denoted by 0000 in Figure ld. 3 This phase diagram

shows how employment evolves from one period to the next. Given

current employment, the production function (in Fig. lb) yields

current output, and the product demand function (in Fig. la) yields

the price level.

Since our economy consists of a fixed number of firms making

identical employment, production, and pricing decisions, Figures may

be used to describe economic activity both on the micro level of the

firm (as we have done above) and on the macro level. The macro

interpretation is ~onvenient for the purposes of the policy analysis

11. Shor~-~erm Policy Implica~ions

For the moment, we restrict our attention to the effect of various
5



policies on current wages and employment, 8iven the initial insider

workforce. For this short-run analysis, the insider membership

function clearly has no role to play. Then there are only two ways

whereby government policies can stimulate employment: (i) they may

raise the demand for labor corresponding to any real wage, thereby

shifting the labor demand function LD upward (in Fig. lc), or (ii)

they may dampen insiders' wage demands for a given initial insider

workfor~e, thereby shifting the wage setting function WS leftward (in

Fig. le).

upwards.

In either event, the employment dynamics functions shifts

We consider first demand-side, then supply-side, policies.

It is convenient to divide the demand-side po~icies intc, (a)

those which affect the labor market directly (viz, changes in

government employment, AL G) and (b) those that do so indirectly,

particularly via the product market. For simplicity, we assume that

these policy actions are financed through money creation.

The immediate impact of a rise in government employment (at the

prevailing wage) is to shi"ft the labor demand function upwards (in

Figure le) and thereby to stimulate employment. There may also be

indirect effects operating via the product market.

We represent demand management in the product markets by a change

in the parameter A of the product demand function (1), i.e. a change

in government product demand (G i ) or a change in taxes net of

transfer~~ (T). The immediate impact of these policies is to shift the

product demand function rightwards (in Fig. la). Observe, however,

that the parameter A does not ente¥ the labor demand function. This

means that, for demand-side policy impulses whose only impact effect

is an elasticity-preserving shift of the product demand function,

4labor demand at any real wage remains unchanged. Moreover, the

parameter A does not enter the wag~ setting function (4) either.

Consequently, the employment dynamics function (in Figure lb) remains

6



unchanged. In other words, given the level of past employment L_ 1 ,

current employment is unaffected. So is current production. By

implication, these demand-side policy impulses have no real effects

under the imperfectly competitive conditions above; they are simply

dissipated in price increases.

In order for product demand policies to be effective in this

context, they must operate through one or more of the following

5channels: Cal They may raise the marginal product of labor, which

shifts the labor demand curve upwards. This could occur through

government investment in industrial infrastructure (e.g. investment in

roads, railways, harbors, and sewage systems) or, when there is excess

capital capacity, through product demand increases which raise the

rate of capital utilization. Cb} They may induce the entry of new

firms, thereby stimulating aggregate labor demand at any real 6wagE? .

Ccl They may raise the price elasticity of product demand (~) that

individual firms face - say, by encouraging entry of firms - and

thereby reduce firms monopoly power (e) and shift the labor demand

function upwards. As shown below, each of these channels has a

supply-side counterpart and thus we will analyze them in connection

with supply-side policies.

The suppl.y-side pol.icies may be divided into three categories:

(i) em.pl.oyment-prom.otins pol.icies' in the private sector, whose

proximate effect is to raise the private-sector profitability of all

workers, (ii) power-reducins pol.icies, designed to diminish the

insiders' market power, and (iii) enfranchisinS pol.icies, whose

immediate impact is to encourage hiring of outsiders, thereby

"enfranchising" them in tt-le wage setting process. Although all these

policies may ultimately stimulate employment, the distinction among

them lies in their proximate effects.

Em.pl.oyment-prom.otins pol.icies can come in many forms, of which we

7



consider two examples. The first is 80vernment infrastructure

investment. Provided that this policy raises the marginal product of

1abor, its effects may be captured by a rise in the productivity

parameters 8 1 and 8 2 • The second covers domestic competition-promotins

policies and measures to open the economy to foreisn competition (e.g.

tariff reductic,ns or, easing of administrative restrictic.ns on import

flows). These may-be expected to raise the price elasticity of product

demand, n, thereby reducing the index of monopoly power, e, and

raising the marginal value product of labor.

80th of these policies have same qualitative effects: (i) they

shift the 1abor demand relation LD upward, and thereby (2) they induce

the insiders to raise their wage demands, so that the wage setting

function WS shifts rightwards. Consequently, while these policies

lead to an unambigousrise in the real wage (w), employment and

production will be stimulated only if the 1abor demand function is

more responsive than the wage setting function. (It can be shown that

these policies will in fact raise employment whenever the marginal

value product of 1abor in a good state exceeds that in a bad state.)

Clearly, the effect on the price level depends on the relative size of

the shift in the employment dynamics and the product demand functions.

The power-reducins policies are also quite varied in practice;

they may, for ey;amp1e, invc.1ve 're1aY;ing eY;isting ,job-security

legislation (e.g. a reduction of severance payor a simplification of

legally mandated firing procedures). In our analysis, the effects of

these policies may be illustrated by a reduction in the firing cost f.

Clearly, this raises the expected marginal value product of 1abor (net

of the expected firing cost) and therefore shifts the 1abor demand

functic.n LD up. In addition, it reduces insiders' wage demands (for

the lower the firing cost, the more insiders are dismissed in the bad

state, ceteris paribus), and consequently the wage setting function WS

8



shifts to the left. On both counts, the employment dynamics function

shifts up, so that employment and production are stimulated. Since

power-reducing policies do not affect the position of the product

demand function, there is downward pressure on the price level.

It is worth noting, however, that power-reducing policies are not

Pareto-impr6vin~: they benefit the outsiders at the expense of

reducing insiders' real wages and job security. For this reason, the

current insiders have an incentive to resist their implementation by

performing a variety of rent-creating activities. For example, if the

insiders~ngage in more litigation over firing decisions, the expected

firing cost f will rise. Then thg power-reducing poli~ies will

succeed in stimulating employment only if the direct effect of these

policies on the firing cost is greater than the counterveiling,

indirect effect via insiders' increased rent creation.

Finally, there are the enfr~nchisin8 policies, which are designed

to raise the potential marginal value products of the outsiders. One

e~;ample concerns 80vernment measures to reduce barriers to the entry

of new firms (say, through appropriate changes in tt-le ta~; system,

legal measures to reduce the coverage of union wage agreements, br

policies to increase competition among financial institutions so as to

reduce credit restrictions on new firms). This policy may stimulate

employment (a) directly, by raising the number of firms in the

economy, and (b) indirectly, by reducing firms' monopoly power (and

thereby raising th~ marginal value product of labor).

Another e~;ample is gC1vernment subsidies for vocational trainin8

schemes. It is easy tc, show that these have the same qualitative

effects as government infrastructure investment which raises the

marginal product of labor: both raise insiders' wage claims and

stimulate the demand for labor at any given wage, with an ambiguous

net effect on employment.

'3



Yet another example is projit-sharins schemes, which reduce the

potential marginal cost of employing outsiders and thereby stimulate

employment in an insider-outsider context (see, for example, Lindbeck

and Snower (1989b), confirming Weitzman (1987». Note, however, that

such policies - like the power-reducing ones - may make the insiders

worse off and thus may provoke more rent-creating activity.

Our analysis suggests that supply-side policies have a role to

play in making demand-side policies effective. For example,

government measures to reduce the barriers to the entry of new firms

may enable demand management to stimulate such firm entry.

Ill. Longer-~erm Policy Implica~ions

We now turn to the question of whether the policies above have

persistent effects on employment. Our first longer-t~rm policy

conclusion is that permanent policy impulses do have permanent effects

in the above context. These effects may be pictured in the phase

diagram of Fig, ld. We assume, for the moment, that the slope of the

employment dynamics function is less than unity, and thus - in the

absence of a productivity shock - the level of employment tends

towards a unique long-run equilibrium. To fix ideas, suppose that the

economy is initially at the long-run equilibrium point EO' given by

the intersection of the employment dynamics function 0000 and the

450 degree line. Suppose furthermore that a contractionary demand- or

supply-side policy a,ction is then taken, permanentl.y shifting the

employment dynamics function downwards to 0 10 1 . Then the long-run

equilibrium point moves to El' It is clear that the long-term

employment effect of the policy is greater, the greater is the slope

of the employment dynamics function (i~e. the greater is the effect of

(a) past employment on the insider workfc,rce, (b) the insider

workforce on the real wage, and (c) the real wage on labor demand).

The secc,nd intertempc,ral policy cc,nclusion is that temporary
10



pc.licy shc.cks have persistent (i.e. lcong-lasting) effects con

employment. Tco see thi., suppcose that the economy is initially at the

long-run equilibri~m point EO. Then a temporary policy shock occurs,

shifting the employment dynamics function from 0000 tco 0101 for only a

sinale period of time. after ..... hich it returns tc. 0000. In response, as

Fig. Id sho.....s, the level of employment drops from E_ to E~ in the
(J .:;,

course of one time period, but its return tco the initial equilibrium

Eotakes many time periods. In cother .....cords, the tempcorary shcock may

affect emplcoyment for long after the shcock has disappeared.

The greater the slope of the employment dynamics function, the

more persistent the policy effects on employment are, i. e. the longer

it takes to return to a given neighborhood of the initial equilibrium.

Only in the extreme case ..... here the slope of the employment dynamics

function is equal to unity dcoes the economy display hysteresis,7 sc.

that tem.porary policy shc.cks have permanent effects on employment. In

particular, suppcose that the economy is initially at the long-run

equilibrium point EO on an employment dynamics function given by

OEOD
O

' and that this function shifts do ..... n ..... ards for one period and then

returns to its initial equilibrium. Then the economy moves from point

EO to E3 and remains there permanently.

Our final conclusion is that symmetric shocks may have asymmetric

employment effects. For instance, the up .....ard shift of the employment

dynamics function from 0600 to 0 2 0 2 raises the level of employment

from EO to E
2

; but the equal and opposite do ..... nward shift of this

function from 0000 to 0101 has a much more po.....erful impact on

employment, since employment falls from EO to El. The reason

underlying this result is that the employment dynamics function has

been portrayed as kinked. In our model, this is due to the kink in

the insider membership function, but Lindbeck and Sno.....er (1988, 1989a)

sho..... that it may also be due to a kinked .....age setting function.

11



Our analysis suggests a case for countercyclical policy actions.

The more persistent the effects of temporary shocks, the greater the

need for the such policy actions to smoothe the employment and

production trajectories. Furthermore, whenever the persistence is

asymmetric, as described above, the case for these policies is

particularly strong, since negative shocks have more powerful

employment effects than positive shocks.

In sum, our analysis (a) points to the need for more than the

customary reliance on supply-side policies to stimulate employment and

production without raising prices, (b) specifies channels whereby

demand-side policies can have real effects, (c) identifies supply-side

policies which augment the real effects of demand-side policies, and

(d) provides a new case for countercyclical policy.

12



FOOTNOTES

1. The public goods are assumed to be neither substitutes for nor

complements to private consumption.

2. For simplicity, we assume that firing can occur instantaneously

whereas hiring requires time; thus, once the shock has been observed,

the firm is able to fire current employees (in a bad state) but not

to hire more entrants (in a good state) than it initially employed.

3. The employment dynamics function in a bad state - derived from the

bad-state labor demand function (2a) along with the wage setting and

insider membership functions - has a similar shape and similar policy

implications. Thus, it has been omitted from Fig. id.

4. This result is quite general and has been rationalized elsewhere,

e.g. Lindbeck and Snower (1987).

5. For a detailed analysis, see Lindbeck and Snower (1987).

6. This holds in the long-run equilibrium, but the real wage must fall

during the process of adjustment.

7. See Blanchard and Summers (1986).
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FIGURES 1: The Imperfectly Competitive Equilibrium
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